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Overview
From collecting stamps, postcards, bottle caps or 
having a collection rare items. Now, in technology
driven era, collecting items has taken a drastic 
powerful role. It is fascinating at the same time.

It makes you be at the limelight of the crowd, 
having unique and rarest of items. It shows your
style, personality or taste to grasp the exquisites.

Collecting is not just acquiring items, it is a mode
of trading and investment on a large scale.
It is a good medium to store value in pockets
for long run. With new updates and dynamism,
the most growing collectible and futuristic
investments are non-fungibles tokens i.e. NFTs.



What are NFTs?

NFTs stands for non-fungible tokens.
These tokens are not interchangeable unlike money.

NFTs are unique kind of assets that can be bought 
or sold like any other assets yet are not tangible.
They are in virtual form, having ownership
certificaates in virtual world.

Each token has different value. 
NFTs main aim is to impact the growth of
investors’ value or investments. In the recent times,
NFTs have been used as digital assets, photographs
music and gaming applications.



State of Market

In the span of 3 years of it’s existence,
NFTs are breaking the records and has been
emerging in variations. Anybody can tokenise
their work to sell as an NFT. All the items
as NFTs are in digital form.

The demand for NFTs has been growing
consistently, creating a strong platform
for the creatives from all around the world.
To get good upholds in their careers.



Vision

Faiver believes in encouraging the powerful
system, to get on the blockchain of having
tangible assets. Which gives a feeling of owning
a physical asset, beyond virtual means  and
giving a tangible value in the market.

An experience of getting real with NFT market
besides non existent virtual world.



Roadmap

APRIL, 2021

JULY, 2021

AUGUST, 2021

OCTOBER, 2021

DECEMBER, 2021

2022...

Architecture proposal

The team sat down and discussed about the 
NFT architecture, the best technology to adopt, 
and tools to use. We decided to launch our platform 
firstly on the Ethereum blockchain and IPFS, going 
further, other blockchains will be added as well.

Web Development and Test

The team lists the steps that need to 
be taken from start to finish in order to 

complete the FAIVER Web design, 
development, and launch. The test stage 

follows up after completing the basic 
functionalities of the website. Web Development 

and Test

The team lists the steps that need 
to be taken from start to finish in 
order to complete the FAIVER 
Web design, development, 
and launch. The test stage follows 
up after completing the basic 
functionalities of the website.

NFT Mainnet Launch

After multiple tests on the testnet, 
the NFT Mainnet will be launched, 
verified artists' collectibles will be 

available for purchase. digital and 
physical items will be created 

and sold on FAIVER marketplace.

Mobile App Development

The team will start building the mobile 
version of FAIVER marketplace, this mobile 
version will allow users to have the mobile 
feeling when using FAIVER instead of the 
web version on a mobile browser.

Token Development and more

FAIVER will start developing its own token 
to be used for different services on the 

platform such as gaming, VR, and AR services. 
Faiver also is planning to create an easy-to-use 

wallet and more user-friendly services in 2022.



Create NFTs as digital collectibles on FAIVER platform

There are numerous systems that are being
utilised for creating NFT platform.
The most in use cryptocurrency is ethereum,
that helps to set up the profile for buying 
or selling the works.

Steps to create NFTs on FAIVER

1. Get a wallet- most common is 
  metamask, which can be put as chrome
  extension that connects to websites that
  work with ethereum.

2. Use the FAIVER platform to mint your NFTs

3. Connect your wallet to your platform
    and create an account.

4. Follow the further steps to create your NFT.



NFT royalties for future sales

Only few platforms allow you to receive 
royalties of the NFTs sale.
Yet FAIVER allows you to set a secondary 
sales fee, when you mint your tokens.

This gives you an advantage to receive
the deserved part from any amount
of the future NFTs sale, only if the
future transactions are made on FAIVER.

If the tokens are sold on another platform
or get exchanged for other tokens,
FAIVER will not be liable to give royalties.



Process for physical goods

Sellers’ perspective

Owner clicks
a clear photograph
of the good.

Upload the 
photograph
on the platform

A QR code
generates.

NFT photograph
gets uploaded



Buyers’ perspective

Buys the NFTs 

Checkout

The seller gets the
order notification

Seller attaches the
QR code to the
package

Package goes 
for shipping 
with the attached
QR code.

NB-The NFT you have sold, cannot be 
resell as it is a physical NFT.



NFT ticketing on FAIVER

NFT ticketing is ready to change the way
event ticketing takes place for goods.
As smart NFT tickets are unique digital assets
issued by event managers, sports’ clubs and artists.

Event organizers can mint the NFT tickets on
FAIVER platform and can update the selling price
and can also have an auction for the bids on the tickets.
Customers can get buy the tickets and store them in their 
crypto wallets. It will be accessed on their phones.They can 
generate their artworks,once they arrive at the event.

FAIVER for charity

FAIVER charity sees NFTs for good as a solution,
that caters the causes, such as gender equality 
and climate changes, all related to UN SDGs.
We are looking forward to support and to
have a healthy partnership will all the NGOs,
which supports the advancement of SDGs programs.


